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MOVING WITH THE DISABLED

EXPERIENCE MATTERS
Von Sydow’s experience is second to none—it’s
a company that has learned valuable lessons and
honed its unique expertise throughout five gen-
erations. Accordingly, we thought it best to share
some of our findings with our esteemed clients.

According to the Centers for Disease Control, in
the US, there are more than 54 million Americans
with disabilities. Often, these individuals are adults
who either work and live with their families or have
developed physical disabilities as they age. But in
some cases, they are also school-aged children
who require special care, therapy, or rehabilitation
through their learning years.

Managing your family life alongside the cumber-
some duties of moving can be daunting. We are
here to help make that process easier for everyone.

OVERVIEW
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PRE-MOVE CHECKLIST

APPLY FOR MOVING DISCOUNTS

Moving costs can add up fast if  you’re not prepared. We
advise you to do some research on reputable organizations
and programs that can help financially towards your moving
expenses.

Ensure your new home in a location on a relatively flat or level
site with paved walkways and sidewalk areas to a level entry.

• A ground-level entrance or a one- or two-step entrance clear
   of any major obstructions
• No steps or abrupt level changes on the main floor
• Wider-than-standard doorways (32-inch or more clear width)
• Wide hallways - at least 42 inches (ideally 48 to 60 inches)
• At least one large bathroom with a 32-inch door opening
   and a clear five-foot by five-foot space
• A kitchen large enough for easy wheelchair mobility
   (U-shaped, L-shaped, or open-plan)

FULLY ASSESS YOUR NEW HOME

LOCATE HEALTH CARE SERVICES

It’s a good idea to be immediately aware of the health care
services available nearby: hospitals, urgent care facilities,
family physicians, and other doctors’ offices.
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PRE-MOVE CHECKLIST

Ensure you complete an updated list of essential emergency
contacts that can be easily accessed by family members or
trusted neighbors in the event of an incident.

LIST OF EMERGENCY CONTACTS

The last thing you’ll want amidst your move is running out of
essential medications. We advise that you refill any pending
prescriptions you may need over the next couple weeks to
account for your move.

REFILL CURRENT PRESCRIPTIONS

It’s not common to see any changes to your disability benefits
because of a move—both Social Security Disability and SSI are
both federally mandated programs. However, supplemental
benefits often vary by state, so it’s a good idea to confirm your
benefits before you move.

CONFIRM DISABILITY BENEFITS
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Transferring utilities involves contacting new utility providers
and transferring coverage from your old residence to your
new one.

• Make a list of the utilities that need to be transferred and
include the contact numbers. This includes your phone, gas,
electric and water companies, etc. Be sure to specify the date 
you plan to move out of your current residence or office.

• Call your current utility providers to inform them of your
upcoming move. As a rule of thumb, turn the utilities off two
days after you leave, if possible. Doing so allows you to ret-
urn home if you need to clean, forgot something, etc. with-
out having to stumble around in the dark.

NOTE: Check with each company to see if they will prorate the two extra days or
charge you for a full month if your move date(s) do not fall at the end of your
billing cycle.

• Conduct a final read of your electricity and water meters
before moving out. If the meters increase afterwards, your
records will serve as evidence on a dispute claim.

• List the contact infomation of the utility companies that over-
see your new neighborhood. Call each of them at least 14 days
in advance to make arrangements in your new home. In a
similar fashion, ensure the utilities are on two days prior to
your move.

NOTE: Make sure you account for the equivalent utilities you maintained at your
previous home. Some will require a deposit, so please account for this when
planning your moving expenses.

TRANSFER YOUR UTILITIES

MOVING WITH THE DISABLED
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PACKING TIPS

It’s good to take inventory of everything you own and slowly
filter what you may not need before starting the packing
process. Aim to de-clutter smaller areas first—a kitchen cab-
inet or bedroom closet—to make progress quickly.

DE-CLUTTER BEFORE YOU PACK

Amidst all the boxes in your new home, it may be difficult to
find items you readily need. To help, pack an overnight bag
that contains those essentials and keep it nearby.

PACK AN OVERNIGHT BAG

After your movers have left, you may want to move boxes from
one room to another. To prevent injury, pack small boxes
under 50 pounds and rely on a numbering / labelling system
to know not only what items are in each box, but where they
need to go.

As a result of a thorough initial preparation, unpacking will be
much less cumbersome. We advise you take time to explore
more packing tips and helpful life hacks before jumping
straight into the packing process.

KEEP BOXES SMALL & ORGANIZED
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MOVING DAY TO-DO LIST

As daunting as it may be, don’t be shy to ask for moving help
from friends and family. To ensure maximum efficiency, we
advise that you establish a “potluck” where your helpers can
pick and choose tasks until the entire list is complete.

ASK FOR HELP

It’s easy to overlook the small things amidst a move. Take a
step back to look for potential hazards: uneven sidewalks,
slippery surfaces, bad neighborhoods en route, etc. This will
help you (and your friends and family) avoid injury.

TAKE PROPER PRECAUTIONS

Stress is a catalyst for more problems—physical and emotional.
Ensure you’ve done your part to reduce stress for your family
by completing the packing process in advance, charging all
necessary electronic devices, confirming the utilities have been
turned on in your new home, and taking your time during the
move-in process—even if that means taking an extra day.

MINIMIZE STRESS
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FOR THE COLLEGE-BOUND

Even before committing to a school, it’s a good idea to tour
the campus thoroughly to get a sense for how easy (or hard)
it will be to properly navigate. This also includes making a visit
to potential dormitories to see if they are not only accessible,
but also if service animals are allowed to co-habit (if necessary).

TOUR THE CAMPUS

Once you’ve got a proper lay of the land, plan your route
to and from campus, making note of any transportation needs
and whether there are any special arrangements that can be
make the commute easier. It’s a good idea to plan a backup
route at this time as well.

PLAN YOUR COMMUTE

Your school’s Office of Disability Services will be able to assist
you with any on-going needs. This may also include special
arrangements for transportation or dorm life as aforementioned.
It’s important to establish a good relationship with your campus
early on to ensure you’re getting the most help from the college
or university.

CONTACT DISABI ILITY SERVICES
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SINCE

1888
TOP-TIER INDUSTRY TRAINING

127 YEARS OF TRUST-BUILDING EXPERIENCE 

EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER SERVICE

ALL NEW!

CHECK OUT THE ALL-NEW VONSYDOW.COM

- FREE HELPFUL MOVING GUIDES

- SCHEDULE IN-HOME EXPERT ESTIMATES 

- 24/7 FREE VIRTUAL ESTIMATES

Call us today at 847-934-7100
or visit www.vonsydow.com

Our 127+ years of experience
have not only molded us into
the definitive moving company
in the Greater Chicagoland
area, but also led us to an
important understanding—
moving is about more than
jus t  an  address  change—
it’s a life change.

Accordingly,  we  provide the
highest  qual i ty  re locat ion
services long before the first
truck arrives and after your final
box is unpacked, al lowing
you to focus on what’s most
important—your family and
your new surroundings.

WHEN IT COMES TO MOVING

EXPERIENCE
MATTERS


